This paper presents a massively parallel Genetic Algorithm -Pattern Search (GA-PS) with graphics hardware acceleration on bound constrained nonlinear optimization problems. The objective of this study is to determine the effectiveness of using Graphics Processing Units (GPU) as a hardware platform for Genetic Algorithms (GA). The global search of the GA is enhanced by a local Pattern Search (PS) improvement phase. The hybrid GA-PS method is implemented in the GPU environment and compared to a similar implementation in the common computing environment with a Central Processing Unit (CPU). Computational results indicate that GPU-accelerated GA-PS method is orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding CPU implementation. The main contribution of this paper is the parallelization analysis and performance analysis of the hybrid GA-PS with GPU acceleration. The computational results demonstrate the potential of using GPU hardware for parallel massively optimization on a personal computer. 
I. Introduction
ENETIC Algorithms use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. The GA became popular through the work of John Holland in the early 1970s 10 . Meta-heuristic methods, such as GA, can always benefit from higher computing power such as parallel computing. In the recent years, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), the common graphics hardware found in many personal computers (PC), has emerged as a possible desktop parallel computing solution for large scale scientific computation within a desktop PC setting 15 . Researchers have applied GPU to many fields such as physically-based simulation, financial engineering, and image/video processing 14 . In this paper, we present a Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) Genetic Algorithm -Pattern Search (GA-PS) algorithm for nonlinear bound constrained optimization functions with graphics hard-ware acceleration. This paper compares the performance of a basic GA without local search, a pure local PS algorithm and a hybrid GA-PS algorithm. CPU and GPU implementations of the algorithms are compared to determine the speedup by using the parallel computing capabilities of the GPU. The GPU-based SIMT-GA-PS algorithms are implemented within the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA TM ) environment, on an nVidia Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The recent CUDA technology provides a C programming language interface to programmable GPU hardware 15 . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background information on the GPU computing, Genetic Algorithm, and Pattern Search. Section 3 provides an overview of the SIMT-GA-PS algorithm. Section 4 discusses the parallelization analysis and implementation of the SIMT-GA-PS on a GPU hardware platform. Section 5 presents computational experiment results and analysis. Conclusions of our investigation and future research tasks are summarized in Section 6.
II. Research Background

A. GPU Computing
GPU parallel computing follows a pattern named "Single Instruction -Multiple Thread" (SIMT). With SIMT, a GPU executes the same instruction set on different data elements at the same time. While a CPU cluster has greater flexibility in programming and memory resources, the GPU SIMT pattern has less overhead in parallel computing, which is amenable to intensive and repetitive computation as found in parallel GA.
In the CUDA environment, thousands of threads can run concurrently with a same instruction set. Each thread runs a same program called a "kernel". A kernel can employ "registers" as fast access memory. The communication among threads can be realized with "shared memory", which is a type of very fast memory that allows both read and write access. In this research, we use "shared memory" for keeping the indices of selected parents in the Selection operation of Genetic Algorithm. The communication between CPU and GPU can be done through global device memory, constant memory, or texture memory on a GPU board. Global device memory is a relatively slow memory location that allows both read and write operations. Texture memory is relatively fast memory that is read-only. We employ texture memory to keep a copy of the individuals, the solution costs (fitness), and random numbers. Constant memory is fast read-only memory whose size cannot be dynamically changed. Texture memory and constant memory is fast because it is cached for quicker access. The nVidia GeForce GTX 280 GPU hardware employed in this paper has 30 multi-processors. Each multi-processor has 8 processors. This amounts to 240 dataparallel processors on one GPU board. Each multi-processor has 16K shared memory, 16K registers, 64K constant memory, and access to global device memory and texture memory for larger data storage. For management purpose, all threads are organized into blocks. Each "block" can have a maximum of 512 threads. The threads in the same block can communicate through fast shared memory; while between the blocks, communication is possible only with slow global device memory.
After compilation by the CUDA environment, a program runs as a "kernel" in a GPU. A kernel takes input parameters, conducts computations, and outputs the results. With thousands of threads doing similar tasks simultaneously, the computation speed can be significantly improved. The CPU owns the host code that prepares input data and accepts output values from the GPU. The CPU is also responsible for reading and writing data files, storing solution values, and managing threads. For a detailed description of the CUDA capabilities, readers are referred to the CUDA programming guide 15 .
B. Parallel GA
In Genetic Algorithm (GA), a candidate solution, which can be called an individual or a phenotype, is a set of chromosomes or genomes. Solutions can be encoded in binary form or real numbers. A GA proceeds in an iterative way by successively generating a new population of individuals from a previous generation with Selection, Crossover and Mutation operations. For challenging problems, GA can require significant computational resources in terms of computer run time. Parallel GA implementations can significantly reduce the time required to find good problem solutions.
Parallel GAs (PGAs) have been studied extensively 3 . Genetic algorithms are naturally amenable to parallelism since the task of breeding the new solutions is typically performed in a group for each generation. Popular parallel models for GAs include: 1) Master-Slave Model; 2) Distributed Model; 3) Cellular Model. In a Master-Slave Model, the main loop is executed in a master processor while objective function evaluations are distributed among several slave processors. In a Distributed Model, the total population is structured into subpopulations isolated from each others, and there are migrations among these subpopulations. In a Cellular Model, the population is structured into certain neighborhood topology and subpopulations can only interact with their neighbors. For GPU enabled parallel algorithms, all members of the population can communicate effectively so a cellular or distributed model is not required but can be implemented if necessary. Many parallel GAs have been designed and implemented (see 1, 3 for surveys on Parallel GAs). Fok et al. proposed a Fast Evolutionary Programming with Cauchy mutation in GPU with traditional shader programming 6 . Their algorithm does not include the crossover step due to the hardware limitation then. Their problem dimension is fixed to 32 as it is efficient for the data organization in old GPUs but it could not be easily generalized to arbitrary problem dimensions. Yu et al. proposed a fine-grained parallel cellular genetic algorithm with GPU acceleration but the implementation was with the traditional graphics shader programming that is not as flexible as the SIMT-GA-PS algorithm proposed in this research 16 . Garnica et al. used GPU-based parallel GAs to solve deceptive problems with the traditional graphics shader programming 7 . Other related work include several Genetic Programming implementation variants for applications such as image processing 4, 9, 12 . The purpose and procedure of Genetic Programming is different from traditional Genetic Algorithms though. Recently, researchers have also employed programmable GPU hardware for tabu search for the QAP 17 and Particle Swarm Optimization, Evolution Strategies and Differential Evoluation for nonlinear optimization [18] [19] [20] on CUDA platform. Genetic Algorithms are often slow to converge to the global optimal point. Search failures may be caused by a premature convergence due to having a limit on the number of generations and population size 8 . Introducing massively parallel chromosomes with GPU technology can alleviate search failures due to employing large population sizes and quickly analyzing generations.
C. Parallel PS
While GA algorithms are good at quickly finding a reasonable solution, they are often slow to converge to the optimal solution from a nearby solution 1 . To overcome this problem, a local search improvement phase can be added to the GA to move the solution towards a nearby stationary point. Examples of local search methods include Nelder and Mead Simplex Search and Pattern Search 2 . Pattern Search is adopted in this paper due to its small memory requirement and effective local search capability in bound constrained optimization problems. The basic Pattern Search algorithm is a simple direct search method that does not require derivative or second derivative information. Pattern Search is traditionally employed when the gradient of the function is not reliable when performing the search 11 . This robustness makes Pattern Search a safe choice for solving many different types of problems 2 . The basic Pattern Search algorithm moves along the coordinate axes or other user defined positive spanning set to improve an existing solution in a greedy way. The step size is reduced, typically in half, when an improvement is not found for any direction. Kolda developed a parallel approach for Pattern Search where each direction is searched by a different thread 11 .
III. SIMT-GA-PS Algorithm
The proposed "Single Instruction -Multiple Thread Genetic Algorithm -Pattern Search" (SIMT-GA-PS) method has a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Pattern Search (PS) components. The method is tailored for an environment with T chromosomes (threads) that operate in a single instruction multiple thread manner. A chromosome is composed of genes coded in real numbers. Each gene represents a dimension variable in an optimization function (see Appendix). Each thread performs the operations including Selection, Crossover and Mutation, and performing Pattern Search improvement to construct a child solution. The individuals are sorted based on their costs and a certain percentage of elite solutions is retained after each generation. Based on the fitness, the selection probability of each individual is calculated to be used in the roulette wheel selection process. The Genetic Algorithm component is illustrated in Figure 1 .
After each generation of the GA phase, we improve each chromosome independently with a local Pattern Search (PS) of neighboring solutions. Our pattern denoted by
is defined by the unit coordinate axes where d is the dimension of the problem. The PS is initialized by setting the step size Δ i to a user specified initial Δ o . The PS explores the coordinate axes for improving solution for k iterations. If the search does not find an improvement for any direction, then the step size Δ i is reduced by half. A classical PS is typically stopped once the step size is less than a user specified tolerance. The Pattern Search component is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
A. Random Numbers
Stochastic optimization methods such as GA need high quality random numbers. In the GPU, it is more efficient to generate the random numbers before the iterations starts, and store them in the texture memory space to enable faster access by the kernels. In this project, the parallel random number generator is adapted from the parallel Mersenne Twister in CUDA examples 13, 14 .
B. Fitness (Cost) Function and Feasibility (Constraint) Functions
The purpose of a fitness function is to evaluate the cost of an objective function. The purpose of a feasibility function is to make sure that the current individual meets all the constraints. The parallelization of fitness functions and feasibility functions are straightforward since these evaluations are independent in each thread. As indicated in the computational results in Section 5, performing this operation in parallel saves considerable time.
C. GA Operations: Selection, Crossover and Mutation
The selection of parent chromosomes uses the roulette wheel approach. The selection probability values calculated based on fitness are placed at Texture memory to enable faster access during the roulette wheel selection process. The indices of selected parents are stored in an array in Shared Memory. This way, the selected parents can be accessed by different threads in the same block.
The purpose of crossover is to mix the genes from two parent individuals to produce offspring chromosomes. The crossover operation needs data from the parents" chromosomes. A copy of these data is placed at Texture memory to enable faster access during the crossover. The indices of the parents are in the Shared Memory from the Selection step. Different types of crossover, including one point crossover, two points crossover or uniform crossover, are implemented.
A certain portion of the chromosomes is mutated in order to escape the local optima. Random numbers that are needed during mutation have been placed at Texture memory to enable faster access. A small portion of elite chromosomes are kept unchanged. The Selection, Crossover and Mutation operations are implemented in one kernel as the core of GA.
D. Pattern Search
In order to make it more efficient, the Pattern Search is implemented as one kernel function. The Pattern Search process frequently evaluates fitness function and performs feasibility checks. This task is ideally suited for the GPU due to being a large task with no communication between threads. As such, the Pattern Search performance improvement by using the GPU is significant.
V. Computational Experiments and Results
The proposed Single Instruction Multiple Thread -Genetic Algorithm -Pattern Search (SIMT-GA-PS) algorithm was implemented in Visual C++ 2005 environment with the CUDA TM environment for programming the GPU. The computational experiments were executed on a Dell Precision 7400 Workstation computer with an Intel® Xeon E5420 CPU, 2GB memory, and an nVidia GeForce™ GTX 280 GPU. For benchmarking, the algorithm was also implemented with CPU-based only functions to compare the computation speed to the GPU-accelerated implementation. The same computer was used in testing both CPU and GPU versions. A GeForce GTX 280 GPU has 240 (30 multi-processors x 8 processors per multi-processor) SIMT processors. Twelve benchmark functions have been selected for these computational experiments [18] [19] [20] . These benchmark functions are listed in the Appendix. Based on a set of initial testing with several problems of different sizes, we selected the following parameter settings:  Probability of mutation: 0.02;  Probability of crossover: 0.98. One point crossover, two point crossover and uniform crossover were implemented and have similar performance. The results presented in this paper are from one point crossover.  The top 25% of population is kept intact to the next generation;  Pattern Search runs for 20 iterations in each PSO generation, with Δ 0 set to the parameter range / 20 and Δ min is set to be Δ 0 / 2 16 . The computational experiments examine the speedup from using GPU code and the solution quality of the GA-PS algorithm.
A. Computational Performance Analysis
To highlight the GPU performance relative to the CPU only code, we selected the first benchmark function (in alphabetic order) in the Appendix, the Ackley function. Table 1 shows the comparison of computation times between the proposed SIMT-GA-PS and CPU implementation of the same algorithm. Both software implementations execute the same search but the programming is different. Both implementations have gone through optimization rigorous development and performance tuning process to ensure a fair comparison.
For the SIMT-GA-PS algorithm, the recorded time is combined CPU and GPU code running time. The speedup values are calculated by dividing the CPU-only algorithm times by the GPU-accelerated algorithm times. Table 1 (c), total steps of the Pattern Search is equal to (50 GA generations x 20 PS iterations). With a larger number of individuals, the heavy computation tasks are primarily executed on the GPU greatly reducing run time compared to the CPU-only implementation. When the number of individual is small, the speedup value is smaller because of the overhead in running the GPU tasks. The peak performance is expected at 15360 threads (or its multiples), which is organized into 60 blocks with 256 threads per block. For our GPU kernels, each multi-processor can take 2 blocks due to the "register" constraints in GPU. Two concerns when designing the SIMT-GA-PS algorithm are CPU overhead for preparing for GPU tasks and the communication overhead between the CPU and the GPU. We conduct a test with 15,360 threads to determine the times spent on each GPU task. The result is presented in Table 2 . These tests are conducted with the assistance of CUDA Visual Profiler 14 . It is a software tool for analyzing the GPU kernel performance. The "GPU" column is the total time on GPU in executing the task. The "CPU" column is the wall clock time needed in order to run the corresponding GPU task. The "% GPU time" column is found by dividing each GPU task times by the total time spent in the GPU. The results show that the tasks of the GA kernel and the PS kernel take the majority of the time spent on GPU. The CPU-GPU memory synchronization takes a small portion of the GPU time. The results also show that the CPU overhead is reasonably small in our implementation. 
B. Solution Quality under Time Limits
Time to solution is a critical performance measure for an optimization procedure. Given enough time, both CPU and GPU versions can give satisfactory results. When time is limited, the result obtained with GPU-accelerated algorithm is notably better. Table 3 shows the mean best solutions and standard deviation for 10 runs of Genetic Algorithm, Pattern Search, and Genetic Algorithm plus Pattern Search on CPU and GPU hardware. All the tests are limited to 10 seconds. If a component or algorithm is not able to finish running in 10 seconds, it is allowed to finish running at least one generation. In fact, none of the problems with Dimension 100 can finish more than one generation in 10 seconds for CPU implementation of GA-PS. The Penalty1 and Penalty2 are the two most computationally expensive functions in the Appendix. For the Penalty1 function, it actually takes more than 1,500 seconds to complete one GA-PS loop with CPU-only implementation, while it only takes less than 18 seconds to complete two GA-PS iterations.
When time is limited, the GPU versions of the code perform significantly better since the software runs much faster allowing more generations" evolution. The CPU version of the code could only finish a few iterations for 15,360 chromosomes in 10 seconds. When time is limited, the results obtained with GA-PS were better than the results obtained with PS or GA run individually. The results obtained with the CPU GA-PS algorithm are reasonable for many problems. Our computational experiments indicate that hybrid GA-PS algorithm is effective with large number of threads (chromosomes) and converges quickly within a few GA generations in most cases. There is one exception on Schwefel 1.2 problem where GA-only performs better than PS-only and GA-PS in Table 3 (a). A close investigation on the convergence history of this Schwefel 1.2 reveals that SIMT-GA-PS or SIMT-PS-only was only able to complete 2 GA-PS loops in about 12.7 seconds, while SIMT-GA-only algorithm was able to complete 166 GA loops in 10 seconds thus leading to better results. 
VI. Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, we present a Single Instruction Multiple Thread -Genetic Algorithm -Pattern Search (SIMT-GA-PS) algorithm for general bound constrained optimization functions with graphics hardware acceleration. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used in the global search phase and Pattern Search (PS) is used in the local search phase for improvement. Through parallelization analysis, the GA algorithm and the PS algorithm are adapted for dataparallel computing in a GPU desktop parallel computing environment. The computation run times were significantly reduced by using GPU hardware. Given enough time, both CPU and GPU version of the hybrid GA-PS can obtain satisfactory results but given a short time limit, the GPU SIMT-GA-PS produces significantly better optimization results.
The CUDA technology provides a promising environment to extend GPU applications to non-traditional areas beyond graphics. The parallel computing ability provided by the GPU hardware improves computation speed at a low cost. On a hardware cost per computing operation comparison, GPU computing is currently attractive for search heuristics. The research result presented in this paper is significant in that it confirmed a promising direction for high speed optimization with desktop parallel computing on a personal computer. As future research, the presented programming approach and algorithm structure can be applied to other heuristics algorithms and complex optimization problems. 
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